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rst binary value, the bit pattern is sent as 8 binary bits in the middle (nested) of a 16-bit word. rstThere are two variants of the Data and Control Packet, DCP, depending on how it is used. rstThose two uses are the transfer of data to and from the FPGA, and the command and the data which it conveys. rstThe DCP specifies a register address which needs to be set or read, and other information. rstOne
way of thinking about a register read is as a request to be given the value of a single register at a given address. rstYou can specify the register address (an 8-bit number), and optionally a side-effect of setting the register. rstFor example, the data format of the Register Read (RDR) command is: rst ` rst[7:0]` Register Address, rst[1] Mode (see DCP Mode below), rst[2] Side Effect (see DCP Side Effect
below), rst[3] Data (if the Side Effect is not set, you must specify this; you may specify it as a binary value, or as an . rst"Direct" value, such as "1", "X", or "Z") rstIf the side effect is set, the data should not be specified. rstA Register Write (RWR) command has the same structure as RDR, but instead of reading, it writes a new value. rstA Register Write does not have a side effect. rstIf you specify
the register address and a side effect, the data specified in RDR may be ignored; for example, to reset the entire address space, you can write: rst ` rst[7:0]` 0000000000000000 * Side Effect is set * rst ` 00000000` 00000000 ` 00000000` 0000000000000000 rstThe DCP Mode specifies the type of command: rst ` rst[1]` Register Mode, rst[2] Side Effect, rst[3] Side Effect Address, rst[4] Severity (see
below), rst[5] Mode Address 82157476af
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